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A Paraguayan appeals court annulled the sentences of the men convicted for the deaths in
Paraguay's deadliest fire, ruling that there were errors in the decision that led to their jail sentences.
Survivors and family members of victims of the 2004 Ycua Bolanos supermarket fire expressed
outrage and protested in the streets of Asuncion immediately after the sentences were repealed.
Spokespeople for President Fernando Lugo said he was "indignant" at the court finding, and
prosecutors said they would appeal the decision to the country's top court. The Tribunal de
Apelaciones reversed the sentences handed down on Feb. 2 of this year (see NotiSur, 2008-02-22),
sentences that survivors and family members' groups then criticized as too lenient.
The February sentences gave Juan Pio Paiva, the owner of the supermarket, 12 years and his son
Victor Paiva 10 years of imprisonment. Daniel Acero, a private security guard employed by the two,
faced a five-year sentence. The three were serving house arrest. The court also annulled the twoand-a-half-year sentence given to stockholder Humberto Casaccia.
The appeals court decision came on the four-year, one-month anniversary of the fire, which left
at least 327 dead and hundreds more injured (see NotiSur, 2004-08-20). The February sentencing
of the Ycua Bolanos owners for deliberate homicide and attempted homicide said that there were
327 dead and 249 wounded, although the prosecutor's office put the number at 364 dead and
268 wounded. Asuncion daily newspaper La Nacion said the death toll was more than 400, and
Argentine newspaper Clarin put the number at over 420.
The prosecution argued in the trial that the doors of the shopping center, which was packed with
shoppers, were closed and locked on orders from the owners when the fire began because they
wanted to prevent acts of vandalism or looting.

Victims' families protest decision
Hundreds of members of the organization that groups together survivors and victims' families
spontaneously gathered outside the seat of the Poder Judicial to protest the decision. The
group threw stones at the building and struggled with police who cordoned it off. "We need an
independent judicial branch that does not defer to the economic and political powers," said Maria
Teresa Gonzalez, one of the victims.
Roberto Almiron, father of a teenager who was burned to death in the fire, said, "This resolution
is strange. We can only obtain justice by our own hands against the owners." The demonstrators
withdrew from the site, but announced that they would meet again at the memorial built in front of
the ruins of the burned-down building to plan other means of protest. Survivors regarded previous
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decisions by other tribunals in 2005 and 2007 as excessively lenient and rioted in response, leading in
turn to new trials (see NotiSur, 2007-02-02).
The three-judge tribunal decided that it was necessary "to cancel the case and grant the dismissal of
the defendants because there was a triple trial." The three voted unanimously that "grave defects of
form" [in the development of the trial] made annulling the sentences necessary, leaving the owners
free and guiltless in the eyes of the court. The victims' group and prosecutors still have the recourse
to seek the reversal of the annulment at the Corte Suprema de Justicia (CSJ), said judicial officials.
"With the recourse to reversal we may seek the annulment of this resolution handed down today,"
said case prosecutor Edgar Sanchez on Sept. 1.
Once the decision of acquittal was made public, Juan Pio Paiva told a local radio station, "I thank
God and the judges for the acquittal. Who can believe that I opened a supermarket to kill more than
400 people? It was an accident, and now I want to negotiate with the victims' families to agree on
compensation. I never had the intention of harming anyone, much less killing anyone."

President Lugo expresses solidarity
At the protest, the demonstrators denounced the arrests of at least two people who were
subsequently released. La Nacion reported that police officers beat women during the confrontation
at the judiciary's headquarters. Interior Minister Rafael Filizzola, a member of the president's newly
sworn-in Cabinet (see NotiSur, 2008-08-29), came to the site to ask for calm and express solidarity
with the victims.
"The president is very outraged by this ruling. The police have clear instructions not to resort to
violence. They must act as safeguards but not repress," said Filizzola. Lugo had already made
a gesture toward the survivors' organizations by designating Liz Torres as the new head of the
Ministry of Children and Infancy. She was a survivor of the blaze and a person who led one of
the groups that emerged after the tragedy to form a united front with the prosecution. She had
experience working with at-risk children.
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